AL suggests Harvard Bridge name be changed

"If Harvard and MIT won't stand up for their names," declared Patrick Romano, Assistant Public Relations Manager of the automotive Legal Association.

According to ALA, Travels Man Beak, Harvard, the organization has received "numerous calls" from "transportation and outside groups" expressing the names of the Harvard and Larz Anderson Bridges. The ALA is considering legislation to remedy the confusion.

"A tourist can get to Boston by crossing the Harvard Bridge, "explained Harriet. "or he can get to the city by crossing the Larz Anderson Bridge." ASK University by crawling the Bostonian Bridge, they added.

"I call for a change of names," said Harriet. "Such action is to be in with the Boston name."

Pagemaster system replaces bells

The Institute has purchased a system for the paging of Physical Plant personnel, replacing in part the bell system in the corridors.

The system, operating from a 30-watt transmitter on the top floor of Building 26, activates a buzzer in a small receiver carried by the person being paged. It then calls Physical Plant for instructions.

Previously the Institute had used the system operated by the Bell Telephone Company for this purpose. This required, however, that the person desiring assistance call Physical Plant, which then called the system. Now, however, Physical Plant activates the system itself.

The system operates on a frequency adjacent to the Citizens' Band. The transmitter sends out pulses which set up sympathetic vibrations in reeds within the receiver. The proper combination of tones sets off the buzzer. Those whose assistance is required most often are the heat and vent repairmen. Also the foreman of the pipe shop, the electrical foreman, the grounds foreman, and the head window washer carries receivers. Watchmen who move through different buildings also carry receivers.

At present MIT has 30 of the receivers. Ten more are on order, however. While these will not replace completely the system of bells, those which personnel were paged, they will cut down on the use of the bell system.

A new dining hall is to be constructed at Harvard University by crossing the Harvard Bridge," explained Harriet. "The new hall will be able to get to Mrr by crossing Universitv Bridge."

The lecture is sponsored by the Department of Humanities and will be open to the public free of charge.